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« It is necessary that the whole earth, that all the faces and all the living protest against violence, it is necessary that the insurrection 
itself is made world so that the minorities haunt the oppressor, so that they are everywhere and nowhere, in the sweet pea, bamboos, 
water, hands, mouths and arms. In his arrangement, Lathuillière thus manages to produce a collective body which is composed of 
human forces, voice of justice and poetry, of vegetable presences, power of the earth, and of animal forces. In that the artist himself 
is only an intercessor, a spokesman in the literal sense of the word. »
 
Fares Chalabi
« Des cristaux et des masques - sur la photographie cristalline et fabulatoire de Marc Lathuillière »
(Crystals and masks - on the crystalline and fabulatory photography of Marc Lathuillière)
TK21, November 2021



Mensajes
Seventeen handwritten texts on 
50x75 cm pieces of fabric
2020



luces distantes / distant lights 

Interlacing creation and resistance, Luces Distances is an alliance developed since 2020 between artist Marc Lathuillière and Afro-descendant 
peasant communities of northern Colombia, in an area of deforestation and armed conflict over land control. Deliberately conceived within this 
constrained framework, the artistic process integrates three vital demands: visibilization of their struggle, empowerment of their structures, pro-
tection of their lives. The answer is a constant co-invention of new media of environmental resistance associating photographs, films, writings and 
performative forms. This is especially the case in La Madre Unión, a « Biodiversity Zone » where since last year the artist has accompanied the 
birth of an environmental guard, the Guardianes Madre Árbol. 

« Lumières lointaines », 
Conversation Marc Lathuillière – Julien Petit, curateur at MAMU Bogota, 2021 (French)
https://www.boumbang.com/marc-lathuilliere/

Video interview, Sorbonne ArtGallery, 2020 (French, english subtitles)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbk_2964jhc



/ the project

The project was initiated in 2020 in three communities, La Madre Unión, Pueblo Nuevo and Camelias. They belong to the constellation of about 50 
«Humanitarian» and «Biodiversity Zones» of Urabá, a frontier region close to Panama. Enclaves reserved for civilians, forbidden to any arms-bea-
rers, they are the form of pacifist organization by which these descendants of maroons try to resist the groups – agro-industries and narco-para-
militaries - that take away their lands by force, cutting down the jungle and draining the wetlands. To express their eco-resistance, the first phase 
of the project attempted, through several series combining photographs, videos and participatory writings, to present the villagers in struggle, not 
as isolated and recognizable individuals, which would have put them in danger, but as members of human and non-human collectives, connected 
to their environments. A part of these «environmental portraits» was exhibited the same year at the Sorbonne Art Gallery.

Interrupted by Covid, the project resumed in 2022, when La Madre Unión leaders invited Marc Lathuillière to help their new agro-environmental 
association grow. A response to dangers on their land and lives that had become more pressing, urging them to speak out. Thanks to Cnap’s Sup-
port for Documentary Photography, the artist responded to this request by developing a documentary fiction with them, resulting in photographs 
and a short film, the latter supported by AM Art Films. His commitment to the group, renamed Guardianes Madre Árbol, has also manifested itself 
in the design of their logo and outfits with graphic designer Nicolas Balaine, as well as in the financing of an internet antenna thanks to a patron.

A process of empowerment reinforced this year (2023) by a support to the institutionalization of the association - filing of its statutes - in order to 
allow it to participate in the benefits of future exhibitions, including the one at the MRO Foundation as part of Rencontres d’Arles 2023. The aim 
also is, according to their wish, to be able to apply for projects of organic agriculture, as an alternative to the illegal plantations of coca, destructive 
of their forest. The alliance also involves the development of international networks of support to the Guardianes. This year’s artistic work, Sueños 
(dreams), is a transatlantic exchange of texts on pillows between Guardianes and Paris-based writers and curators, on the theme : «the dream of 
the other». It prepares a stronger presence of creative approaches in La Madre Unión, open to foreigners as well as Colombians.



/ an ecology in resistance

Located between the Pacific and the Atlantic, at the root of the Isthmus of Panama, Urabà is one of the rainiest and most bio-diverse regions of the 
planet. The basin of the Lower Atrato is a maze of forests and wetlands, which has long served as a refuge for both black maroons and indigenous 
people. In reparation for past slavery, the Colombian State has granted them an inalienable right on lands now called «collective territories». The 
deforestation front, and the conflicts that it causes, tends however to drive them out. At the end of the 1990s, most of these communities were 
forcibly displaced during massacres organized by the army and right-wing paramilitaries under the guise of anti-guerrilla warfare. Since then, they 
have been trying to re-establish themselves on their lands, which were appropriated in their absence by agro-industrialists specialized in extensive 
cattle breeding, banana and oil palm plantations. In connection with the latter, a social control of terror is maintained in the region by the AGC, the 
leading narco-paramilitary group in Colombia.

The organization of villagers in neutral zones is an attempt to respond with non-violence to this joint strategy of land grabbing. These «humanita-
rian zones» form an archipelago of about fifty communities in an area, the Lower Atrato controlled by the AGC. They are linked together by fragile 
bonds of solidarity under the umbrella of Colombian NGO Justicia Y Paz, helped by an international one, PBI. Increasingly renamed « biodiversity 
zones », they are committed, like La Madre Unión, to protecting an environment of jungle, wetlands and small-scale diversified agriculture. A daily 
resistance which remains a blind spot for the foreign media. In these villages, the reception of a foreign artist is therefore thought of as part of a 
response through « visibilization »: ensuring the survival of the communities by keeping them under the international eye. In a closely participatory 
manner, daily meetings have allowed the development of several bodies of images and texts, some of them co-signed, which translate their collec-
tive resistance while protecting the leaders. They reveal an identity, and a territoriality, under the influence of globalization: fragmented, pierced by 
networks bus also connected to the non-humans.





2020 / luces distantes

Biodiversity Zone of La Madre Unión, Humanitarian Zones of Pueblo Nuevo and Camelias
Five series : photos, texts, videos. 
https://www.lathuilliere.com/en/luces-distantes-2/

 / Mascaras
Seven portraits of villagers wearing masks made from plants. They come with texts written with their own hands on pieces of fabric. Signed with 
aliases, these statements allow them to freely express their relationship with their environment, the dangers and necessity to defend it.

/ Cuerpos y Plantas
Representation of the villagers through photographs of a part of their body and of a plant of their biotope to which they ask to represent them. 
Composed of one to three images, these eithgteen «environmental portraits» are also accompanied by handwritten texts on fabrics.

/ Apariciones
Night shots taken with an infrared hunting camera, a technique that overexposes the eyes and the shade of the skin, altering facial features. Their 
magical realism is a way to translate the surveillance and fear in which the villagers live. They are UV printed on glass

/ Depix
Four composite portraits created through a digital overlapping of faces. The composition is made with layers modelled on the patterns of pixelated 
camouflage uniforms used by paramilitaries. They address the collective as well as digital and therefore globalized nature of the resistance. 

/ Voces Distantes
Eleven short videos (1 mn 45 each) in which villagers film me reading their texts in landscapes planted with the plant spieces they chose to repre-
sent them in the Cuerpos Y Plantas and Mascaras series.

Previous page
Rio de Luz - infrared photograph, UV print on glass, 33 x 44 cm, Apariciones series



Alias Luchador de Troya #1
lambda print, 60x90 cm, Mascaras series, 2020



“I am from the the Madre Union territory.
My nickname is Trojan Fighter.

I can’t speak, although I have a voice, 
And if I can think, I’m not able to act.
They wounded me to death, condemned me to silence,
Athough I’m alive.

I ask the calabash tree to represent me 
through my mask. 
In our biodiversity zone.”

Alias Luchador de Troya #2
Handwriting on fabric, 50x75 cm, 2020
The artist and Luchador de Troya



Alias Amor #1
lambda print, 60x90 cm, Mascaras series, 2020



“I was born and I live in the Pueblo Nuevo 
humanitarian zone.
My name is “Love”.

I am wearing this mask to protect my identity and my life. 
With this snakewood leaf, I identify myself as part of my 
territory. 

And I want to send this message to the State, because: 
- It does not support us
- Does not make us safe
- Does not protect us
- There is no health center
- Lille education and few opportunities in general.”

Alias Amor #2
Handwriting on fabric, 50x75 cm, 2020
The artist and Amor



Alias El Chicharro #1
lambda print, 60x90 cm, Mascaras series, 2020



“I am from the Madre Union, a community in 
Bajo Atrato, Chocó. 

My nickname is “El Chicharro” (The Horse Mackrel). 

I find myself here with my fellow workers and my family. 
Our rulers, who are familiar with the problem of forced 
displacement, and remain blind to our suffering, 
have abandoned us. 

We are afraid, we are frightened because, as farmers, we 
cannot tell the truth. That’s because of the subversive 
groups: first, our government, second, the paramilitaries.

 Therefore, my family and I have to wear rice straw masks.”

Alias El Chicharro #1
Handwriting on fabric, 50x75 cm, 2020
The artist and El Chicharro



Alias Pastrana #1 (mano)
lambda print, 60x90 cm, Cuerpos Y Plantas series, 2020



Alias Pastrana #2 (ceiba bonga)
lambda print, 60x90 cm, Cuerpos Y Plantas series, 2020



“I am from the territory of the Madre Union 
biodiversity zone. My alias is Pastrana. 

As the strength of my hand has supported for 
more than five years the struggle for our territory, 
and planted here like this kapok tree, 
I stand firm to go on fighting. 
And I hope that with international support 
we will quickly get the government to give us back our land.

So that, in our biodiversity zone, we can live in peace.”

Alias Pastrana #3
Handwriting on fabric, 50x75 cm, 2020
The artist and Pastrana



Alias Alicia #1 (boca)
lambda print, 60x90 cm, Cuerpos Y Plantas series, 2020



Alias Alicia #2 (peras)
lambda print, 60x90 cm, Cuerpos Y Plantas series, 2020



Alias Alicia #3 (arbol de pera)
lambda print, 60x90 cm, Cuerpos Y Plantas series, 2020



“I am from the Madre Unión territory, 
biodiversity zone. My name is: Alicia. 

I identify myself with the rose apple tree. 

I cannot be photographed in an image 
where my face or identity could be recognized. 
For more than five years we’ve been demanding from the 
government the return of our land, 
so that we can live better.

I am a mouth, and I want to smile free and in peace.”

Alias Alicia #4
Handwriting on fabric, 50x75 cm, 2020
The artist and Alicia



Alias Tantas Cosas #1 (oído)
lambda print, 60x90 cm
Cuerpos Y Plantas series, 2020



Alias Tantas Cosas #2 (sábila)
lambda print, 60x90 cm, Cuerpos Y Plantas series, 2020



“I am from the Pueblo Nuevo humanitarian zone. 
My alias is “So Many Things”.

I ask the aloe vera to represent me.

My ear listens to a lot of things.
I’m afraid of slaughters. 
I don’t want to hear any more news about people 
killed or abused for the defence of our territories.

I’d like to hear laughter in my village.”

Alias Tantas Cosas #2
Handwriting on fabric, 50x75 cm, 2020
The artist and Tantas Cosas



Alias Agua #1 (pecho)
lambda print, 60x90 cm, Cuerpos Y Plantas series, 2020



Alias Agua #2 (riachuelo)
lambda print, 60x90 cm



Alias Agua #3 (beber)
lambda print, 60x90 cm, Cuerpos Y Plantas series, 2020



“I’m from this biodiversity zone 
of La Larga Y Tumaradó. 
My alias is “Water”. 

I was afraid to come and live here. 

By the divine grace of God, which is pure and 
crystal-clear as the water that gives me life, 
seeing the absence of the State, I suffer from 
what I have been through here. 

And my chest, which I put at risk, gave me strength, 
and I am still whole.”

Alias Agua #4
Handwriting on fabric, 50x75 cm, 2020
The artist and Agua



Alias E #1 
lambda print, 60x90 cm
Cuerpos Y Plantas series, 2020



“I am from the Madre Unión territory. 
I call myself “E”.

My hair, that I love so much, drives me to despair. 
From the government, I demand first of all that it gives 
me back my land, which I love so much. 

I ask the ice cream bean tree to represent me.”

Alias E #2
Handwriting on fabric, 50x75 cm, 2020
The artist and E



Alias Pastrana 
Polyptych simulation: 
two oak framed 60x90 cm lambda prints, 
one handwritten text on a 50x75 cm piece 
of fabric fixed on an oak stick



Crecer, Resistir
Sorbonne ArtGallery, Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne University, 2020
https://en.sorbonneartgallery.com/marc-lathuilliere



Voz de Agua
Video, 1 mn 39, Voces Distantes series, 2020 
Footage in post-production: https://vimeo.com/521012760



Voz de Patricia
Video, 1 mn 39, Voces Distantes series, 2020 
Footage in post-production: https://vimeo.com/523727425



Rio  
Infrared photograph, UV printing on glass, 33x44 cm, Apariciones series, 2020



Camino  
Infrared photograph, UV printing on glass, 33x44 cm, Apariciones series, 2020



Machete
Infrared photograph, UV printing on glass, 33x44 cm, Apariciones series, 2020



Riachuelo  
Infrared photograph, UV printing on glass, 33x44 cm, Apariciones series, 2020



Reunión  
Infrared photograph, UV printing on glass, 33x44 cm, Apariciones series, 2020



Fuego
Infrared photograph, UV printing on glass, 33x44 cm, Apariciones series, 2020



Encuentro
Infrared photograph, UV printing on glass, 33x44 cm, Apariciones series, 2020



Hoja  
Infrared photograph, UV printing on glass, 33x44 cm, Apariciones series, 2020



Hoja
UV print on 4 mm glass, 33x44 cm
Oak shelf 2x4x44 cm
Apariciones series, 2020



Apariciones
Composition with four pieces on 4 mm glass (33x44 cm and 16,5x22 cm), 
oak shelf 5 x 2,5 x 150 cm



Five Pueblo Nuevo Women
Five potraits of women layered according to paramilitary pixelated camouflage patterns 
Depix series, post-production in process, pigment print, various sizes, 2020







2022 / ser guardianes madre árbol 
(becoming guardians of mother tree) 

Photographs, videos, short film, empowerment 

In 2022, the leaders of La Madre Unión invited Marc Lathuillière to assist them, through artistic processes, in the conceptualization and highlighting 
of an environmental guard. A response to the dangers on their forest that have become more pressing, urging them to speak out, both locally and 
on social networks. Thanks to Cnap’s Support for Documentary Photography, the artist responded to this request by developing a documentary 
fiction with them. Invoking magic realism, it sees them wearing calabash masks before lifting them to face the lens, an act of rebirth translated by 
photographs, videos, and a co-signed short film, whose editing was supported by AM Art Films. Also part of this creative alliance with the group, 
renamed Guardianes Madre Árbol, the design of their logo was offered by graphic designer Nicolas Balaine, the supply of poloshirts and of an inter-
net antenna, necessary for the visibility and security of the members, being financed by patrons.  

« Ser Guardianes Madre Árbol », short version of the film: 
https://vimeo.com/780866498

Previous pages: Ser Guardianes Madre Árbol – masked/unmasked
2022



Ser Guardianes Madre Árbol, film, 8 mn 15



Logo of the 
Guardianes Madre Árbol
Graphic design Nicolas Balaine





Soy El Chavarri



Soy El Cucarrón Avioneta



Somos Guardianes - en el bosque



Somos Guardianes - en la cancha



Screen captures of Ser Guardianes Madre Árbol, 8 mn 15 
Short version: https://vimeo.com/780866498







2023 / sueños - the dream of the other

Participatory and processual writing, photographic documentation, social networks, empowerment
https://www.instagram.com/lathuillieremarc/

Sueños is an exchange of texts on pillows between Guardianes Madre Árbol and distant friends of the project. On the theme proposed by the artist 
- to express in a supportive text what is the dream, or desire, of the other, when separated by language, distance and the lack of internet access 
- five people based in Paris have each written, by hand, a text on fabric. In February 2023, Marc Lathuillière took these fabrics to La Madre Unión, 
where they were transformed into pillows by Diana Mestra, a community seamstress, and exhibited as an in situ installation, La Tienda de Los 
Sueños. Five Guardians chose the dream pillow they wished to receive, each of them writing a response to its Paris-based author. The said texts 
on fabric made the return trip with the artist, to be offered to them, also in the form of a pillow. The process has been documented by photographs, 
and exchanges on a WhatsApp group of authors. Sueños is meant to grow in order to involve other authors outside of the community, in Colombia 
as well as in the United States.

The inspiration came from an initial pillow made by the current president of the community, Digna Castaño, with a participatory text draft from the 
artist’s first visit in 2020. She showed it to him when he came back to the community in 2022, to express the wish she had for his return during 
the two years of separation caused by the pandemic. Sleeping with this pillow was, she said, a way of reminding her of his presence, when Madre 
Unión was without internet antenna or telephone network.

Authors
Joël Savary, civil servant, collector – Digna Castaño, bar owner, president of la Madre Unión
Emmanuelle Hascoët, curator – Hector Perez, cacao grower, president of the Guardianes
Christophe Manon, poet, novelist – Cindi Yanet Nolasco, farmer
Ioana Mello, curator – Maria Isabel Cavadia, farmer
Marc Lathuillière, artist – Argenida Montiel, breeder

Previous page: Digna - first pillow
2022



Two authors
Christophe Manon, poet - Digna Castaño, president of La Madre Unión
2023



Writing in Paris 
(Emmanuelle Hascoët, Ioana Mello), 
chosing the texts at La Madre Unión, 
writing of answers
(Hector Pérez, Argenida Montiel)



Joël Savary’s sueño and Digna Castaño’s answer - permanent marker on cotton drill, 2023

My dreamy mind, braided to your mind. 
In my dreamy mind, I can dream that you are here in my country. 
I can dream of step by step discovering you. I can surround you with 
my tall trees, satiate you with my crops and fruits. You can leave your 
footprints in the soft grass surrounded by its crystal waters. 
To live a new dawn sweeter than the dream itself.

From Digna - to Joël



Making the pillows
(seamstress: Diana Castaño)



La Tienda de los Sueños
Installation, five texts on pillow
La Madre Unión soccer tournament
19.02.2023 



Distributing the pillows to
Maria Isabel Cavadia
Hector Pérez
Digna Castaño
Argenida Montiel



Christophe Manon’s sueño
permanent marker on cotton drill, 2023

You and I are dreaming and our dreams interlace and you and I are one dream and 
that dream is a tree whose branches stretch over seas and continents and the 
roots of my tree sink into the soil of your dream and the shadow of your dream is a 
haven of peace where my hands caress your face with our eyes and in the dreams 
of our trees we are now far from tears safe from weapons embraced you and me

Christophe 



Cindi Nolasco’s sueño
permanent marker on cotton drill, 2023

It was a grey afternoon, 
desolate and barefoot, 
with the hope of a better tomorrow, with tears in my little eyes, 
and an immense sadness to see my home destroyed, 
my landscape desolate and the birds 
scattered in the sky. 
But, as birds, we gathered to fight our battle together, 
with the slow passage of time that brings us hope. 

From Cindi - to Ioana



marc lathuillière / biography

“Marc Lathuillière’s experience is a contribution to the anthropology of globalization. He empowers the people he works with. He places them in 
situations where they by themselves create the conditions of his dreams.”
Marc Augé, conversation with Pascal Beausse on The Anthropologist and the Photographer, a dialogue between Marc Augé and Marc Lathuillière, 
exhibition at La Friche La Belle de Mai, Marseille, July 2017 

Since the beginning of his career in 2004, photographer and multimedia artist Marc Lathuillière has developed a deconstructive approach to 
documentary photography. Shaped by his studies in Political Sciences, his works often show strong anthropological contents, exploring the repre-
sentation of contemporary societies in their relationship to time and environment. Interventions in the images and in their reading, installations, 
performances and texts are used to probe cultural boundaries as well as the limits of representation. For the last fifteen years, his main series, 
Musée national, has seen him shooting the portrait of about a thousand French people wearing the same mask.

His work has been the subject of important exhibitions in France and abroad: Rencontres d’Arles (2023), Sorbonne ArtGallery (2020), Lyon Biennale 
at Le Creux de l’enfer art center (Thiers), La Friche La Belle de Mai with anthropologist Marc Augé in Marseille (2017), Austerlitz Station in Paris 
(2015), Ithaque, an exhibition in four museums of La Rochelle (2012), Museum Siam in Bangkok (2011), French May in Hong Kong (2004). Among his 
group shows, Bangkok Photo and Photoszene in Cologne (2018), Paris Photo, French Landscapes at the Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF) and 
the Strasbourg Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art (2017), Kolga Tbilisi in Georgia and the Mulhouse Photography Biennale (2016), as well 
as the Palais de Tokyo in Paris in 2004.

Also involved in writing – he is completing an essay on landscape photography and globalization - he enjoys weaving image-text relationships, 
and often works with writers. In 2014, he curated a double exhibition for the Paris Month of Photography with Michel Houellebecq, who wrote the 
foreword of his second photo book, Musée national (La Martinière). 

Represented by Galerie Binome (Paris), his works are featured in important collections such as the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (BnF), the 
Neuflize Vie Foundation, The French Museum of Photography, The Vera Michalski collection and the FRAC Auvergne.

Filmed portrait
https://www.amartfilms.com/fr/films/tandem/border-dancer-1542.html
CV et portfolio
https://www.lathuilliere.com/en/about/
instagram  
lathuillieremarc 



marc lathuillière
Tel +33 6 26 91 32 03
marc@lathuilliere.com
www.lathuilliere.com


